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Abstract—We present the design and development of a data visualization service (RAMPVIS) in response to the urgent need to support epidemiological modeling workflows during the COVID-19 pandemic. Facing a set of demanding requirements and several practical challenges, our small team of volunteers had to rely on existing knowledge and components of services computing, while thinking on our feet in configuring services composition and adopting suitable approaches to services engineering. Through developing the RAMPVIS service, we have gained useful experience of ensuring conformation to services computing standards, enabling rapid development and early deployment, and facilitating effective and efficient maintenance and operation with limited resources. This experience can be valuable to the ongoing effort for combating the COVID-19 pandemic, and provides a blueprint for visualization service development when future needs for visual analytics arise during emergency response.
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1 INTRODUCTION

SERVICES engineering is concerned with the development, maintenance, and operation of service-oriented systems [1], [2]. Developing a service-oriented system involves a software life-cycle that typically takes tens of months. In ordinary circumstances, it is perfectly reasonable to have a relatively long life-cycle to ensure the quality of the delivered service. However, in some circumstances, such as an emergency response, it may be necessary to develop a service-oriented system in a few weeks or months. During the COVID-19 pandemic, we encountered the need to provide a group of epidemiologists and modeling scientists with a data visualization service. The urgency of this necessitated a process for progressive development, a schedule for rapid deployment, and mechanisms for effective and efficient maintenance and operation.

In March 2020, the Royal Society (UK) issued a nationwide call for skilled researchers to join the Rapid Assistance in Modelling the Pandemic (RAMP) initiative [3]. This led to the establishment of several large consortia of volunteers, among which was the Scottish COVID-19 Response Consortium (SCRC) [4]. On 14 May 2020, one SCRC coordinator met a visualization scientist who answered the RAMP call, and concluded that they needed more data visualization specialists to support the pandemic response. Next day, a call for visualization volunteers was sent out. By the end of May, over 20 visualization researchers and developers joined the effort to provide visualization support to the epidemiological modeling workflows in the SCRC.

When the visualization volunteers formed the RAMPVIS group [5], [6], several teams of epidemiologists and modeling scientists in the SCRC were working intensively on multiple epidemiological models, while a team of software engineers were developing the SCRC data infrastructure to host a huge volume of data, including captured COVID-19 data, model predictions, parameters and internal data of simulation runs, and so on. One urgent requirement was therefore to enable users to visualize data hosted by the SCRC data infrastructure, which was expected to be ready and operational in two to three months. In order to not disrupt the ongoing development of the SCRC data infrastructure at that time, the RAMPVIS group decided to develop a visualization service to be coupled with the SCRC data infrastructure. By the end of August 2020, the SCRC data infrastructure was operational. Within a few weeks the visualization service, called RAMPVIS, was deployed, providing numerous plots and dashboards and other features to support the domain experts’ visual analytics needs.

We could not easily follow a traditional software engineering workflow for developing a visualization service because of several key challenges, including the urgency in an emergency, the lack of stable programming resources due to the volunteer nature of our activities, and the lack of an existing visualization service infrastructure to help bootstrap the development. Facing a set of demanding requirements and several practical challenges, we had to rely on existing knowledge and system components of services computing as much as possible, while thinking on our feet in configuring service composition and choosing appropriate approaches for service engineering. Through the development of the RAMPVIS service, we have gained useful experience of ensuring conformation to service com-
computing standards, enabling rapid development and early deployment, and facilitating effective and efficient maintenance and operation. We believe that this experience can be valuable to the ongoing effort for combating the COVID-19 pandemic (and its ever-changing needs for visual analytics).

The many activities of the RAMPVIS consortium have been summarized in a report [6] that gives a high-level overview of ongoing work across several visualization teams and offers little insight into the technical infrastructure developed during this project. In a recent paper [7], we described a novel technique for generating visualizations and dashboards semi-automatically. That work focuses on a specific algorithmic approach and user interface for assuring visualizations are propagated to appropriate data. In this article, we focus more on the novel technical aspects of the RAMPVIS service architecture and our service development processes, which were absent in those earlier works. Our contribution includes reflections on our experience of developing a data visualization service in the emergency response to the COVID-19 pandemic. We also present our service design and our approach to its design, engineering, maintenance, operation, and continual improvement. Our general approach, open source software contributions, and lessons learned will also be relevant to future service computing initiatives during emergency response efforts.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Rapid Development in Emergency Response

Our volunteer consortium were tasked with developing a COVID-19 visualization service for epidemiologists and modeling scientists. As an emergency response, we adopted a rapid development approach focused on timely service delivery, in a way that made the best use of our volunteers’ expertise and skills. There is a large body of work reflecting on agile/rapid development approaches and, more recently, discussions on the use of such approaches in software development during COVID-19 can be found in the literature. When starting, we considered a variety of rapid development approaches. No one software development process or set of practices is universally and ideally suited to all contexts, and the constraints of each setting need to be considered when choosing a suitable approach [8].

Extreme programming (XP) has been adopted for the rapid development of web applications [9] and emergency response system development [10]. Some XP characteristics and practices were suited to our situation: e.g., fewer than ten team members, use rapid prototyping, continuous integration, simple design, refactoring, small release cycles, etc. However, practices like pair programming, onsite support, test-driven development, planning, etc., were not feasible in an emergency situation. Base agile methods (e.g., Scrum, Kanban, and flow) and large-scale agile methods (e.g., SAFe and Scrum-at-scale) were not wholly ideal due to factors largely influenced by our volunteer effort, e.g., lack of a scrum master, time constraints needed to properly define and document project scope, and uncertain and limited time commitments from volunteers working remotely and at different times. Adopting such a process takes time and involves solving different challenges at different adoption stages [11]. As this paper goes on to show, rapid development in a volunteer-driven emergency response requires drawing on different engineering practices, rather than wholly committing to one.

This can also be seen in other discussions of COVID-19 related software initiatives, although these works do not cover their approach or reflect on their experiences in much detail. Krausz et al. [12] reflect on the rapid development of a COVID-19 crisis management system (e.g., for patient intake, monitoring, referral) in Ontario, Canada. In developing a centralized web service, they were able to quickly put in place a system that allowed the health service to take a data-driven approach to their pandemic approach. Schinköthe et al. [13] similarly described the rapid development of a web application supporting telehealth delivery, motivated by the urgent need to adopt remote health service provision to protect front-line health professionals from COVID-19 transmission. In discussing their system, they reflect on the benefits the agile approach brought to the fast deployment of this service. Beyond software, others have reflected on the benefits of agile development approaches in, e.g., medical device development [14]. These works lack technical contributions and offer limited insight into service design and engineering practice. Our work addresses this gap with a more technical oriented contribution about service engineering during (and for) the COVID-19 response.

Rapid development has also been adopted in visualization deployment, most relevant to our work. For example, Dixit et al. [15] described the rapid development of a system for visualizing telehealth data, so that hospitals could take data-informed approaches to dealing with the sudden increase in telehealth service provision as a result of COVID-19 disrupting typical healthcare practice. In reflecting on their work, they discussed the importance of rapid development in providing visualizations to inform healthcare provision – noting that “basic visualization is better than no visualization” in emergency response. Our project had the more challenging scope of providing a COVID-19 visualization service that could flexibly support emerging analytics needs and scale across thousands of diverse data types and sources. Our contribution thus focuses on the unique services engineering challenges of developing such a scalable visualization system, rather than one with a more narrowly-defined scope and feature set like [15].

There are existing commercial web-based visualization platforms (e.g., Tableau, PowerBI) which could be used to support visualization service development and have seen some uptake by local and national governments for visualizing key indicators in their COVID-19 data (e.g., Public Health Scotland’s COVID-19 dashboard built on Tableau [16]). However, these platforms are too costly for a volunteer effort like ours (c.f., [7]) and their architecture is not conducive to developing a flexible and scalable visualization service that would quickly meet the needs of the SCRC epidemiologists and modeling scientists. Instead, we used a rapid development approach based around templates and ontology-supported development leading to a visualization service that could be quickly scaled and extended to deal with the rapidly-evolving visual analytics needs of our users.
COVID-19 visualizations were quickly made available, providing functional offerings of a service with minimal development effort. We argue that ontologies can be used to rapidly scale the system through semi-automatic visualization of data streams, and interactive web pages. This enabled us to develop a bespoke visualization service, especially with the limited volunteer resources available.

Template approaches also support a clear separation of concerns [20], [21], which can be especially beneficial in urgent volunteer efforts like RAMPVIS. For example, some of our volunteers had expertise in data processing, whilst others specialized in visualization, epidemiological modeling, etc. Our general approach of a template-related methodology meant we could decouple aspects of service component development to make the best use of our volunteers and their areas of expertise; e.g., so that visualization experts could focus on visualization implementation without being exposed to other components and the underlying data infrastructure.

2.3 Ontology-supported Development

An ontology is a structured representation of knowledge. These can be valuable in software engineering because they can be used to formally represent software entities, domain knowledge, and the relationships between them. Reviews of ontology-supported software engineering give insight into the benefits of this practice [22], [23], [24]. These structured knowledge representations not only support implementation, but can help with long-term maintenance [25], software re-use [26], documentation [27], integration of semantic features [28], and software testing [29].

Ontologies have also been used in service computing, e.g., to support service specification [30] and service composition [31] through structured representations of service components and associated domain knowledge. We used an ontology as a core component in our visualization service: the ontology represented the relationships between key service components (visualization implementations, data streams, and interactive web pages). This enabled us to rapidly scale the system through semi-automatic visualization production [7]. Similar to template-based development, we argue that ontologies can be used to rapidly scale the functional offerings of a service with minimal development resource; in our context, this was critical in ensuring COVID-19 visualizations were quickly made available with, e.g., complete coverage of UK health board areas.

3 Service Requirements and Methodology

The RAMPVIS service was developed in response to the growing need to visualize and gain analytical insight into a huge volume of COVID-19 data, hosted by the SCRC data infrastructure and, later, other data providers. This data infrastructure was designed to support several epidemiological modeling teams in the consortium, each with their own data and visualization needs. The overall requirements for the service were immediately apparent, including:

1) To conform to services computing standards: The SCRC, since its formation, had an overarching policy of open data and open source software. This led to the decision to utilize widely-available web technology to deliver data visualization to the epidemiologists and modeling scientists in the SCRC. Consequently, RAMPVIS needed to conform to the standards for developing and delivering services via the web.

2) To be developed rapidly and deployed as early as possible: In an emergency response, time is without doubt a critical factor. While the development of the SCRC data infrastructure commenced just before the RAMPVIS service, there was a pressing requirement for synchronizing their deployment, so that domain experts could quickly access data and corresponding visual analytics capabilities. This led to an ambitious plan of making both the data infrastructure and the RAMPVIS service available before the autumn of 2020. Since the RAMPVIS group was formed at the end of May, there were only a few months for designing and engineering a deployable data visualization service.

3) To be maintained and operated effectively and efficiently: Most of our visualization volunteers were university faculty members and could not commit a sufficient and persistent amount of time for software engineering. The responsibility for developing the RAMPVIS service rested on four members of the generic support team, including two industrial researchers and two faculty members. They were supported by three other faculty members who assisted in architecture and user interface design, in liaison with other activities in the SCRC and the RAMPVIS group. Because of the unpredictable nature of a volunteering development operation [32], and the potentially long period needed to combating the COVID-19 pandemic, it was necessary to ensure that the RAMPVIS service would be easy to maintain and operate, and could be resilient to changing personnel for engineering, maintaining, operating, and re-developing the service.

We also faced the challenge of having no previous work on visualization services in the literature, which would have otherwise provided a development ‘template’ to kick-start development. Brodlie et al. reviewed a range of visualization services developed two decades ago [33]; at that time, many visualization techniques (e.g., volume rendering, flow visualization, and virtual reality) demanded significant computational resources. Much of the effort then was to address the need for high-performance computation, with services offering infrastructure for costly visualizations. In recent years, these visual designs are readily available on everyday devices and contemporary visualization tools (e.g., D3.js) typically do not require infrastructural support. Reports on infrastructure-based visualization became rare in the literature. We therefore drew on the knowledge of service composition and engineering from other web applications, and adapted such knowledge to design our visualization service composition and inform our approach to service engineering.
To address the aforementioned requirements and challenges, we made the following design choices:

- **Developing for web**: This would allow users to access RAMPVIS via their web browser, simplifying deployment across multiple platforms. This would also accelerate service development because (i) we could use generic UI functionality offered by web browsers, so we could focus on application-specific UI components, and (ii) we could use D3.js, a web-based visualization platform popular in the visualization community.

- **Using an ontology-centered architecture**: Epidemiological modeling workflows use many pieces of data (called data streams in the RAMPVIS service). A visualization plot or a dashboard (called VIS functions) may display multiple data streams and can be applied to many other data streams as well. When a VIS function is combined with a set of data streams, it becomes a web page. It is challenging to maintain knowledge about relationships among data streams, VIS functions, and web pages as distinct system components. We chose to use an ontology to represent such knowledge in a structured way, with the ontology being a central component in the RAMPVIS service that could support development, facilitate automation features, and, later, support scalability.

- **Using automatic and semi-automatic agents**: Most COVID-19 data normally changes on a daily basis, while modeling data changes whenever a model is executed. We thus developed a number of automatic and semi-automatic agents to deal with dynamic changes in data streams. These significantly reduced maintenance and operation costs, while some (e.g., the propagation agent) facilitated an effective and efficient process for deploying and scaling the RAMPVIS service.

- **Using database services for multiple purposes**: Our service would be data-intensive and needed to store both application data and metadata (e.g., about COVID-19 data streams), as well as operational data. Database services were used for many components in the RAMPVIS service, so that data storage and processing components were quick to develop and easy to maintain.

- **Using the D3.js development platform**: D3.js was the most familiar visualization platform in the volunteer team. We thus used D3.js to: (i) accelerate the service design and engineering process, (ii) maximize the development resources and experiences so a service could be delivered quickly, and (iii) benefit from open source visualizations written for D3.js. This platform was compatible with key requirements (e.g., web-based).

- **Using a template-based development protocol and a propagation agent**: Based on the limited estimated volunteering time (seven person months from June–December 2020), we quickly formulated a template-based development protocol for programming a visualization plot or a dashboard. This allowed visualization developers to focus on implementing individual visualization templates (VIS functions) with little distraction from underlying service infrastructure. Since a VIS function could be applied to many data streams after creation (e.g., thousands of time series in the SCRC data infrastructure), we developed a propagation agent for connecting VIS functions to appropriate data streams, based on the ontology [7]. The template-based development protocol and the propagation agents facilitated rapid development and scaling of the RAMPVIS service, and simplified maintenance of the relationships between numerous VIS functions and associated data streams.

- **Using an agile software engineering workflow**: An agile approach was ideal for the development life-cycle of RAMPVIS, which involves collaboration (i.e., with the SCRC), continual requirements discovery (i.e., for epidemiological modeling), adaptive planning (e.g., according to the ongoing development of the SCRC data infrastructure), early delivery (i.e., in an emergency response), evolutionary development, and continual improvement. It allowed us to respond flexibly to changes in user requirements, development resources (volunteering and funded), and most of all, the evolving situation of the pandemic.

- **Following open source principles**: All RAMPVIS components would be developed as open-source software and code is available via GitHub [34], [35], [36]. This conforms to the SCRC requirement for openness and has helped with: team communication and coordination; software testing, deployment, and update; and training new developers after we received grant funding.

The above design choices affect both service composition and service engineering, as illustrated in Fig. 1. In the remainder of this paper, we discuss each of these in turn.

## 4 Services Composition

Configuring a service by selecting appropriate technical components and their composition is a key task in services computing. We will discuss the architecture of the
RAMPVIS service (Section 4.1) as configured to satisfy the requirements and design choices outlined earlier. We then describe two purposely-designed aspects of our service composition: the ontology for knowledge management (Section 4.2), and (semi-)automatic agents (Section 4.3). Finally, we will highlight other important design features in configuring the RAMPVIS service.

As shown in Fig. 3, the essential functional role of the RAMPVIS service is to transfer data from a data infrastructure to numerous plots and dashboards, in order to meet the visual analytics needs of its users. There is a huge (and constantly growing) volume of data and thousands of plots and dashboards created to meet emerging user needs, so it is necessary to provide users with search and personalization features for quick access to the visualizations that are most relevant to, and thus frequently used by, each individual (as shown in Fig. 2). The RAMPVIS service is currently being extended to provide more complex visualization facilities within self-contained subsystems, referred to as “tools”. These are the key components from which our service is composed.

4.1 RESTful Architecture

Representational state transfer (REST) is a popular software architectural style for web-based services [37]. We adopted the Richardson Maturity Model [38] and CoHA Maturity Model [39] in designing the RAMPVIS service as a RESTful architecture, and in selecting APIs for facilitating operations and communications in response to client requests.

The RAMPVIS service back-end is a tiered architecture [37], [40], [41], where the service operations are grouped into five tiers (T0—T4) as illustrated in Fig. 4. T0 is a web server and its load-balance that receives incoming requests via HTTP and distributes these to available instances of our REST APIs. T1 hosts the application-level middleware that first processes a request and then forwards it to controller(s).

T2 hosts controllers, routers and other lower-layer middle-
Middleware is a regular feature in services computing, providing functions in handling HTTP requests, typically for prepossessing, security checking, sanitizing, validation before passing them to the service layer. In our services composition, we have three middleware levels in T1 and T2, with "global" functions for prepossessing of all requests, "groupwise" functions for preprocessing logically-similar requests, and specialized functions for preprocessing individual requests.

As illustrated in Fig. 5, the three middleware levels are application, controller, and router. The application-level provides “global middleware” functions. For example, a CORS (Cross-Origin Resource Sharing) filters out requests from unapproved domains (see also Fig. 5(A)); a Body Parser parses requests with JSON payloads; a Query Param Parser parses requests with URL-encoded query parameters; and so on. The requests that pass the application-level middleware are forwarded to a relevant controller in the controller-level middleware.

Each controller is defined as a class that groups and implements logically similar routes. For example, all user routes are implemented in a UserController (see also Fig. 5(B)). JWT (JSON Web Token) checks if a request contains a valid authentication token (see also Fig. 5(2)). The requests that passes the controller-level middleware are forwarded to a relevant router.

A router is a route-handler. For example, the Query Param Validate middleware function validates the query parameters of a request (see also Fig. 5(3)) and the Access Verification function checks if a request has an appropriate role-based access right (see also Fig. 5(6)).

By conforming to the REST architectural style, we were able to implement T1, T2, and T3 with modular and maintainable code, while utilizing as many existing commercial services in T0 and T4. This enabled us to speed up the development by using open-source frameworks and libraries, and freeware services and systems. In particular, we used NGINX server and load-balancer in T0, and MongoDB database and Elasticsearch search engine in T4.
We implemented our REST API using state-of-the-art frameworks FastAPI and Node.js, and our middleware using the Express.js library. Other RAMPVIS components (described later) implemented CPU-intensive services (e.g., most agents) using Python, and I/O intensive operations (e.g., database, ontology, search engine, visualization) using asynchronous JavaScript.

According to the taxonomy of services composition proposed by [42], the RAMPVIS service features the following techniques and standards:

- Language:
  - Component:
    - Type: Data, Application Logic
    - Interaction Protocol: REST
    - Description: Swagger
    - Data Format: JSON
    - Interaction Style: Push, Pull
    - Selection: Runtime
- Target Application: Emergency Responses
- Notation: Textual: Code-based
- Paradigm: Script-based
- Composite Constructs: Control Flow Patterns:
  - Sequence, Parallel
- Crosscutting Concerns: Exceptions

- Knowledge Reuse:
  - Reused Artifacts: Components
  - Reused Technique: Copy/Paste, Cloning

- Automation: Agents (see Section 4.3)
- Tool Support: Refactoring
- Execution Platform:
  - Deployment Options: Cloud
  - Execution Engine: Service Bus
- Target User: End-user Programmer: App Developers

![OntoPage example](image)

**Fig. 6:** A document-based data model or schema of our ontology. We assign a universally unique identifier (UUID) to each object and use the id field to define relationships between objects.

### 4.2 Ontology for Knowledge Management

We used an ontology to manage the complex knowledge about the different datasets, visualization functions, and web pages that make up the RAMPVIS service. This plays a central role in our service, as it represents the composition of its key semantic components. Fig. 6 gives an overview of the ontology and its four main classes: OntoData (data), OntoVis (visualizations), Binding (a mapping of data streams to a visualization function), and OntoPage (web pages resulting from such a binding).

Each basic data entity is referred to as a *data stream*, which is a data object that can be passed to a visualization function as a single data structure. For example, the most common types of data streams in the RAMPVIS service are time series and matrices. These are represented by the OntoData class, which holds data stream metadata as a list of attributes, including: the address of the data server; route and endpoint of REST APIs to access the data; data type (e.g., time series, cumulative time series); and a set of keywords that describe the data. These objects are created and updated by download agents (Section 4.3) when a data stream arrives from the SCRC data infrastructure.

Each basic visualization (i.e., an instance of a plot or dashboard) is referred to as a *VIS function*, which is a function that receives one or more data streams as inputs, and renders a visual representation on a web-page. These visual representations can be as simple as a bar chart displaying a single data streams, or as complex as a dashboard displaying multiple data streams. These are represented by the OntoVis class, which holds visualization metadata attributes, including: the name (e.g., StackedBarChart), the type of data streams it visualizes (e.g., time series, cumulative time series, matrix), and function name for execution.

When a visualization is mapped to data stream(s), it results in a web page that users can access via the RAMPVIS service. Visualizations can be applied to many similar groups of data streams: e.g., a visualization for one region can be applied across all other regions with similar data. Likewise, the same data stream can be mapped to other visualizations to provide different views for the same data. Hence, there are numerous potential bindings of data streams to visualization functions. These are represented by the Binding class, which records a one-to-many relationship between OntoVis and OntoData objects.

The OntoPage class corresponds to a web page served up by the RAMPVIS service, presenting Bindings in a way that users can access and interact with via their web browser. Our service uses a template-based approach (described later) to facilitate this.

Complex visualizations functions (e.g., dashboards showing numerous smaller plots or individual data values) may feature hyperlinks to other OntoPage objects (i.e., web pages for each individual plot or corresponding data stream). For example, a user may click a key indicator on a dashboard, leading to a different web page that displays the whole time series corresponding to that data stream. In each object of the Binding class, there is thus an attribute pagelinks that holds the identifiers of all linked OntoPage objects.

This ontology is a crucial part of our service architecture and its development was a key technical achievement in our volunteer effort. As discussed in a visualization paper by Khan et al. [7], this ontology facilitates the rapid deployment of a vast number of visual designs with minimal volunteer effort, helping us rapidly scale our visual analytic offering. Our ontology-based architecture (and its open source implementation) can be used as a core service component in future visualization infrastructures, especially those used in settings where large-scale visual analytics are needed quickly and at low-cost.

### 4.3 Automatic and Semi-automatic Agents

The RAMPVIS service makes use of several *agents*, i.e., software components that act autonomously towards an
objective [43], [44]. These run independently from the main service processes and their key objectives are to perform repetitive and frequently needed tasks, e.g., pre-computing complex models or data values, batch processing information, and automating time-consuming tasks. In Fig. 4, agents are shown as an ‘internal service’. Fig. 7 shows how two agents, in particular, relate to key components in our service architecture. In this section, we outline four agents that reduced the need for volunteer resources, helped scale our service as its complexity grew, and supported the addition of complex features. This is not an exhaustive list of agents in our service; e.g., later in the paper we discuss the Propagation agent underlying our template-based engineering approach.

4.3.1 Downloader Agent for Automatic Data Updating
Our service was initially built to visualize the large collection of data products in the SCRC data infrastructure. Here, each data product typically contains many related data streams. It would not be sensible to pass a whole data product to a visualization function, e.g., if only a subset are to be visualized, so it was necessary to break products down to their constituent data streams.

We developed a Downloader agent to facilitate this. This agent maintains a list of known data streams, together with their updating schedule, corresponding data products, and the data query specification. Its objective is to ensure associated data and metadata is kept up to date, providing the individual data streams for our service. Since these agents run periodically, we used the Advanced Python Scheduler (APScheduler library) for scheduling these processes. This agent can easily be adapted to support other data sources and provides a layer of abstraction between our ontology and external data sources. Its key benefit to our service is introduced automation that means volunteer effort is only needed to register new data sources.

At the scheduled times for each data stream, the Downloader agent sends a pre-defined query to the data provider, receives the data stream, and updates the local data store and ontology service components. For example, when the time series of positive cases in the 14 Scottish regions were updated (daily), the Downloader agent would automatically extract the time series from the relevant data product and replace the 14 corresponding data streams in our service.

4.3.2 Analytical Agents for Data Processing
It was often necessary to apply analytical algorithms to process raw data streams, e.g., to compute derived values or to update epidemiological models. For example, consider

Fig. 7: Downloader and Analytical agents make dynamic data and derived metrics (as derived data streams) ready for visualizations.

Fig. 8: Every operation in the ontology database is logged in an operations log file. A log scanner periodically scans the log file, and if there is any ontology operation (e.g., create, update, and delete) on a page, it retrieves the OntoPage object from the ontology database. The ontology object is sent to our thumbnail agent to generate thumbnail of the page and search engine to update search index and make the page search-able.

the need to compare time series data of positive COVID-19 cases across the 14 regions of Scotland. There are many similarity/difference measures in the literature and some are computationally expensive. These computations can be offloaded to a software agent, so that values can be pre-computed instead of in real-time. Analytical agents were executed after corresponding Downloader agents finished their tasks, meaning that all relevant visualizations would thereafter show the updated data (and derived values) without human intervention.

Ongoing work is extending the use of these capabilities to add new analytics features and support more complex visual analytics features, e.g., to introduce analytical agents for uncertainty analysis. The Analytical agent framework provides a solid foundation for introducing these more advanced capabilities and gives a general means of supporting new tools and functionalities, which are now being introduced after obtaining funding for dedicated research software engineers.

4.3.3 Thumbnail Agent for Generating Images
Some parts of the RAMPVIS end-user interface required thumbnails of plots and dashboards, e.g., within search results and user portals. These thumbnails were generated from ‘live’ data rather than generic representative images–to increase relevance and utility to our users. As such, we introduced a Thumbnail agent to produce these updated thumbnail images, avoiding costly in-time generation (e.g., when providing dozens of search results).

The Thumbnail agent is scheduled to update thumbnails regularly. As shown in Fig. 8, it scans the operation logs regularly and detects new operations; when a new web page is created or an existing web page is updated, it fetches the web page, its linked VIS function, and the relevant data streams. Using the page id, the thumbnail generator formulates a URL and opens the URL in a headless browser using the APIs provided by Selenium and Puppeteer; when the headless browser renders the page, the Thumbnail agent takes a screenshot. This is then cropped and downsized to a thumbnail, which is stored in the service database.
4.3.4 Search Index Agent

A search index is an inverted-index data structure that consists of: (i) a list of unique words related to an object or document; and (ii) for each word, a list of objects in which it appears. We implemented search functionalities so our users could search and discover COVID-19 visualizations available in our service. We used the ElasticSearch search engine and implemented an agent that periodically updates the search index with web page information in the ontology database. Search indexing occurs when relevant changes are detected in our operations logs; for example, when new web pages are modified or created (e.g., via the propagation service). The index incorporates information from OntoPage, OntoData, and OntoVis objects, allowing complex search queries, e.g., with data descriptions, keywords, and visualization types.

5 Services Engineering

As discussed in Sections 1, 2, and 3, it would be a challenge to develop a data visualization service in a normal circumstance since there has not been much reported about such infrastructure-level services in the literature. Developing such a service in an emergency response with volunteering effort was a non-trivial undertaking. In this Section, we describe our approach to address the requirements in Section 3 from the perspective of services engineering. In particular, we describe a template-based workflow, in conjunction with a propagation agent, for creating visualization software and content in Section 5.1. We then describe our adoption of an agile software life-cycle for developing the RAMPVIS service in Section 5.2.

5.1 Template-based Visualization Development

Templates are an efficient way to implement and render dynamic data into web pages; e.g., because we can reuse a template when the underlying data model is consistent. Templates also provide uniformity and a common look and feel for all web pages; e.g., we can reuse a base web page structure (as in Fig. 9(1)). The ontology has thousands of OntoPage objects generated through propagation. We adapted the model-view-controller (MVC) [45] design pattern where the application data (i.e., OntoPage objects) represents the model, and the template implements the view layer that renders the model. The template defines dynamic elements using variables and expressions, replaced with model attributes when the template is rendered to a web page. The process is illustrated in Fig. 9.

Developers use web template systems (with varying degrees of success) to maintain this separation [20]. Our approach separated the implementation of the view layer and model layer. In addition to that, separation of visual design logic from the user interface or template was possible through a visualization function factory (Fig. 9(11)). Our visualization volunteers specialized in JavaScript visualization programming libraries, e.g., D3.js, however, had limited knowledge of user interface, template, and services development. In addition, the presentation variations in templates are content-invariant, meaning a template developer can update the presentation without broader infrastructural implications. Hence, our design helped us to collaborate effectively and use the volunteer resources efficiently, with each volunteer contributing based on their own expertise.

In this emergency response, we had to remain agile regarding which templating system to use. Several templating systems are available based on when templates replace placeholders with actual content and render/assemble web pages. For example, in a server-side system, the run-time substitution happens on the web server; in a client-side system, run-time substitution happens in the web browser; in the outside server-based system, the static web pages are produced offline and uploaded to the webserver, and so on. Initially, we used a plain HTML template; then we implemented Python Jinja-based templates (the syntax used in Fig. 9), which use a client-side rendering system. We substituted the Jinja templates with React.js templates, which support both client-side and server-side rendering. Finally, we incorporated Next.js, which helped us generate static web pages offline and upload them to the webserver. This was a dynamic process, in response to changing implementation needs as our service scaled, and new user and developer needs emerged. In the next section, we discuss the reasons for this evolution. The visualization design logic remained unchanged, however, as any templating engine can execute visualization designs using the function factory.

5.1.1 Automatic Propagation of Visual Designs

When we started working with COVID-19 data, we had thousands of time series representing somewhat similar data sets. When one visualization researcher designed a plot (e.g., visualizing COVID-19 related deaths in one region of the UK), the same design could be reused for many regions (e.g., the 14 and 336 regions in Scotland and England, respectively). When we bind data from one region to a suitable visual design (i.e., reference binding), we can reuse the same design to visualize data from other regions. We developed a propagation technique that used the reference binding to discover potentially related groups of data streams and semi-automatically propagate the visual design to them. By decoupling the data and visualization components and managing their relationships via the ontology, this was straightforward and allowed our visualization service to rapidly scale its visual analytics offerings, with minimal volunteer effort. A detailed description of propagation technique and quality assurance interface can be found in [7].

As described before, an OntoPage may relate to many Binding(s), producing a web page with many visual designs in a general use case. It will be time-consuming to develop an algorithm to discover and generate $1 : 1$ binding automatically. In our propagation work, we simplified it to use only a $1 : n$ binding. The propagation process generated thousands of OntoPage objects semi-automatically that are stored in the ontology database, and a reusable template will process those to produce visualization web pages.

5.2 Agile Service Engineering

In May 2020 when our volunteer initiative started, our key priority was to rapidly deliver an operational visualization infrastructure to the SCRC modeling scientists and epidemiologists. Our initial challenges were limited volunteer resources, constantly evolving requirements, and the urgency
of contributing to this emergency response. We also faced the challenges of the dynamic nature of COVID-19 data (e.g., the emergence of new key indicators, new data types, etc). Responding to new user needs and acting on their feedback were also important factors. These challenges contributed to our choice of an agile methodology. In software development, when the base process is the V-Model or the Waterfall, everything is considered traditional and when the process is connected to Scrum or Kanban is considered agile, regardless of whether the process of interest is objectively best choice for the respective context [46]. A large-scale empirical study found that only a small percentage (15%) of projects use purely traditional or agile in their projects [8]. Our approach was more of being agile. Being agile practice has a more substantial impact on the perception of agility than methods suited for the dynamically changing situation [8].

At the beginning we had only few volunteers: one with systems engineering expertise, three with visualization design and development expertise, and three who worked with domain experts to coordinate with architecture development. We introduced a separation of concern design pattern in our architecture for dividing the system into logical layers of functionality (e.g., data, services, user interface, and visualization designs). This separation enabled volunteers to contribute independently to their areas of expertise.

At that point, we explored state-of-the-art industrial-scale solutions (e.g., Angular, Electron, React.js) and libraries for user interface development, then we developed small prototypes (v.0.1). We evaluated these, including evaluation of how visualizations would be developed. Post analysis, we agreed that this approach was not suitable, as the resources had limited time to learn advanced frameworks, which would delay the initial development significantly. We decided to use HTML templates instead to produce web pages with visualizations. The template-based approach helped us maintain consistency in the user interface and across all visualizations, rather than free-form generation. Within the user interface, we provided a separation of concerns using the factory pattern to make templates and visualization designs independent and reusable (see Section 5.1). We knew that the plain-HTML templates would not be scalable and maintainable, and we may need to replace the template layer as more advanced user interface functionalities are required. By June 2020, we had produced 70+ plots and two dashboards. In the meantime, the STFC commissioned required VMs and servers for deployment. We deployed our visualization infrastructure so it was available to users. This way, we started to adopt monthly release cycles which are still continuing.

By July 2020, we started receiving a wider range of COVID-19 related data, more dynamic and inconsistent from others, from different regions of the UK. We repurposed visual designs, e.g., plots and dashboards. We noticed that the same datastreams sometimes appeared in many visualizations, e.g., once in individual plots and again in a dashboard providing overviews of related key indicators. We realized that we needed to store this knowledge (i.e., the mappings between visualizations and data sets) in a better way, so the same plots did not need to be recreated. An ontology was added to address this. Developing a scalable ontology is time-consuming, so we first recorded the knowledge in a JSON file, which would later be migrated to a scalable ontology database.

As we created more plots and dashboards to broaden our visual analytics offering, we found it challenging to manage the growing number of resulting HTML pages. At this stage we migrated our code-base to use advanced and reusable templating libraries like Jinja. Using this new templating approach, we generated 100+ plots, four dashboards, and few analytical visualizations with reduced boilerplate implementation. Since visualization components were decoupled from this, the technical aspects of developing visualizations

```javascript
let args = {’chart’,
data: await service.fetchData(binding.dataIds),
links: await service.getLinks(binding.pageIds)
};
let type = await service.getVis(binding.visId);
VisFunctionFactory.get(type, args);
});
...
</div>
</div>

Fig. 9: A template takes an OntoPage object as an input, de-serializes it to a JSON object (4), and replaces template variables, e.g., title (2). We use the binding (5) attributes to fetch data (7), links (8), and visualization function details (9). We implemented a function factory (10) using the factory design pattern [45]. The factory when called (10) resolves the appropriate visualization function, for example, a StackedBarChart (11). The visualization function (13) extracts data (14), links (15), and CSS selector (16) information from function argument. The placeholder is where the actual plot or dashboard will be drawn as an SVG (3). Each visualization function has a draw function (17) implementing the visualization rendering.
```
remained unchanged; instead, the changes were at the user interface layer - i.e., constructing the pages served to users.

Several visualizations require metrics computed from raw data and some computations were expensive. To improve throughput, we decided to pre-compute analytics instead of calculating on demand. We created an agent to perform the computations periodically (Section 4.3.2), and we deployed that as a minor release in September.

The quantity of data started to grow exponentially towards the end of 2020 as the SCRC data infrastructure rapidly increased its offering. Leading up to this period, we focused on scaling our ontology. We explored different data models for the ontology, e.g., RDF [47], OWL [48], property graph [49], [50], and document model (e.g., MongoDB, CouchDB, etc.). We also investigated databases such as Neo4j and MongoDB by writing mini prototypes. We decided to implementing the ontology in MongoDB. Although this is an unconventional approach for modeling and implementing ontology, it was a good fit for our service. MongoDB allows applications to store virtually any structure [51], provide enough free and managed cloud instances, e.g., MongoDB Atlas, and client drivers for rapid prototyping using declarative syntax. By the end of December, we completed our design to scale the ontology to support the increased volumes of data while keeping the system efficient. We developed a wrapper using an adapter pattern to seamlessly use our earlier JSON-based ontology, until we migrated it to the new scalable ontology database.

In January 2021, we introduced a download agent to automate the downloading and registration of data with the ontology, both helping to deal with the increasing volume of data now available to the visualization service, and taking advantage of the structured representation of visualization and data entities within the ontology. In February, we developed an ontology management UI using Angular.

In March, we developed propagation algorithms, propagation user interface, and quality assurance for propagation. By April, we had already received 4500+ data streams. We were able to create 700+ plots and 45+ dashboards using the propagation technique, using that structured knowledge representation to semi-automatically produce these to offer scale. In May 2021, we refactored our Python REST API migrating from Flask to FastAPI. This supported extended development as FastAPI provides typing, faster implementation of data verification and validation, and implementation of dependency injection design patterns.

In June 2021, we started to analyze requirements for integrating advanced visualization tool support (e.g., ensemble visualization, and timeseries similarity search and visualization). Research funding had led to team growth by this point, with new Research Software Engineers (RSEs) working on these advanced features.

In July 2021, we migrated our Jinja-based template and user interface to the React.js stack. This required refactoring our visualization function code, but the benefit of this migration was that our user interface became more efficient and easier to maintain. We began with simple technologies and progressively migrated to scalable solutions; this supported efficient use of resources, as agile recommends. We added new scheduler agents to index search data in the backend, to speed up the search process in real time.

The infrastructure was developed and tested with the SCRC data product as a primary source. After deployment, we also registered and visualized data from many sources (e.g., ONS and Our World in Data), which demonstrates that our system is robust and agnostic to data source. We also performed an end-to-end drill to clone and deploy our visualization infrastructure in a separate server provided by the STFC. The entire process took two hours in total. We documented the steps for future use. This proved that the same system can be redeployed successfully and could be re-purposed for different causes.

In August 2021, we implemented server-side rendering using Next.js framework. A thumbnail agent was added so user can refer to thumbnail of the visualizations in search and portal page. An improved page search technique was also added, which will also support implementation of multi-faceted search in future.

5.3 Reflection

Our deliveries and work exhibit the core ideas of agile manifest. A team of volunteers working remotely would not have been able to rapidly implement a tightly coupled monolithic architecture in an agile way. In contrast to the monolithic, a services architectural pattern allowed us to decouple our system into smaller, independent services, allowing us to adopt agile principles. We structured our system around these services and autonomously implemented them the various platforms that our volunteers were familiar with. The services adopted REST principles for seamless composition and integration.

There are tradeoffs between basic and advanced frameworks, libraries, and approaches; in turn, these have implications for volunteer-based development efforts. Basic frameworks help rapid development but require a degree of a boilerplate code for implementing scalable solutions. In contrast, advanced frameworks provide the necessary boilerplate code and aid scaling; however, these requires significant learning effort and time, delaying initial release cycles. We refactored our underlying frameworks and approaches throughout the development to achieve a scalable solution; in retrospect, this was not an efficient use of time and future efforts can learn from this mistake. Our work can be used as a blueprint for bootstrapping and rapidly developing a scalable data visualization system for any application domain. We proposed required methodologies, e.g., a tiered architecture, composition of different external and internal services, implementation guidelines and open-source code for reusable and modular services, and services for template-based data visualization.

In retrospect we realized, due to fluid requirements, our system required continuous changes, and changes to architecture required much attention and often introduced bugs. The most time-consuming challenges we encountered was testing, debugging, and profiling individual services and the system composed of many services. We did not write unit and regression tests; we also did not specify testing contracts that should have been clearly defined between services developed by individuals. These sometimes created problems while integrating the services in production. We recognize that in an emergency-response scenario it is appealing to
focus on functional and user-facing development tasks, but our experience was a humbling reminder that testing and quality assurance can save time in the long run.

There are systems available for supporting diagnosis of services using log monitoring, exception or error stack-tracing, and passive tracing [52] through network traces. Investigation of those logs requires substantial cognitive efforts by the developers, which takes time away from feature development. There are opportunities for the service computing community to develop more easily adaptable libraries or zero-configuration tools for capturing, collecting, and storing, e.g., services logs, performance metrics (e.g., execution time and memory), and services request processing traces at a granular level. Likewise, there are opportunities for the visualization community to develop approaches for intuitive visual analytics of captured metrics that can help quickly diagnose, troubleshoot, and profile service behavior and performance.

6 Discussion

Developing a data visualization service as a team of volunteers during an emergency situation introduced unique challenges, most importantly the time-pressure and limited development resources available. These constraints meant that we had to make choices to get us to a minimally viable product as quickly as possible in the early days of development, although these decisions might not always be the most effective and robust in the long term. For instance, we started using technologies that are most familiar for the volunteer developers such as Jinja for template-based development, even though it is not one of the most high-performing or the popular of libraries. As soon as a functional minimal solution has been reached and the volunteer team had more availability to focus on performance enhancements, these technologies were later replaced by more efficient libraries, such as React.js and Next.js.

Similar choices were made in approaching the code base development and programming design as well. We gave more prominence to the regular refactoring of existing code in the earlier stages of the project to diversify the functionality quickly, while we paid less attention to perfecting the design or the re-usability of the code. As the development matured, however, we focused more on re-usability and good design practices while coding.

We have significantly benefited from, and built on, various open source projects and libraries in our development. Such open source libraries are not only supporting the rapid and effective development of the various components, but also the knowledge base and continual support by their respective communities are critical in resolving issues rapidly. A further benefit of incorporating open source libraries, especially those with lively and active communities, is that the libraries are maintained and developed further continuously, which is critical in maintaining the operation of emergency response services with little resources for the upkeep of the services. A further criteria when choosing appropriate open source libraries and frameworks has been their suitability to modular development, as well as their proven scalability since we expect our services to be able to handle many data streams, thousands of visualizations and dashboards, and many users effectively.

Our tiered architecture design also enabled us to more effectively allocate our limited development resources to achieve a more streamlined development process. A dedicated developer focused on the design and development of the middleware and external services and the ontology, another developer focused on developing agents and diversifying the analytical capabilities offered by the agents, while the visualization developers could focus only on developing the visualizations without worrying about the technical aspects of data and fit within the framework [7].

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we described the design and development of a data visualization service that was created in response to an urgent need for supporting epidemiological modeling workflows during the COVID-19 pandemic. Our service architecture requirements and our development approach were both heavily influenced by this time-critical situation, and the need to effectively and flexibly provide visualizations of large (and growing) sets of data. We discussed how a series of service components and service engineering methods emerged as a viable, scalable, and flexible solution to the those requirements and challenges. The RAMPVIS service is a successful outcome of this, providing a visualization infrastructure that has evolved to meet ever-changing visual analytics needs throughout the pandemic.

Our efforts and the resulting data visualization service demonstrate that it is possible to develop and deploy a scalable visualization service rapidly in emergency responses where there is a need to handle a huge volume of data. Our methodologies and experience (and, indeed, our open-source software contributions) can be applied to similar situations in the future and contribute to the pandemic preparedness from an ICT perspective. Creating a data-intensive service during an emergency response, and relying on volunteering effort, is not an ideal solution, and we have taken pragmatic decisions to advance rapidly to meet the requirements of the pandemic response. In that respect, we have seen the substantial benefit of taking an agile software life-cycle approach and building on existing open source software, and our approach has now resulted in a healthy amount of open-source code as well as a working service that has been operational since August 2020. On top of our findings and experiences shared in this paper, we argue that the resulting software and system resources would be instrumental for improving our readiness for future emergency responses and can provide an infrastructural springboard to build effective visualization services in shorter time frames.
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